Afterschool
Photography Clubs
for Primary &
Secondary

Founded in 2010 by Award-winning photographers Sheridan
Morley and Philip Hollis, Click Photography Workshops
has grown to become the largest company of it’s kind in
the UK. Based in Teddington in West London we work in
schools supporting Art and Photography to KS5. We also
run Afterschool clubs in many local schools and a range of
popular weekend and holiday clubs.
We believe in the imagination of our students and our
experience tells us this can be set free with good technique
Add camera skills to a knowledge of composition and our
students have the creative freedom to take amazing pictures.
Photography is the great modern artform, showing us the
world we live in and helping to educate and enlighten.
Photographers capture the world’s important stories and tell
the smaller stories as well. From Prime Ministers to street
sleepers - from handprints on Hollywood Boulevard to the
first footprint on the Moon. The glory of a new morning and
the smiling face of a child. Every day we see the world and
our own lives through a series of framing rectangles - moving
and still images. Moments of time flowing together, or caught
in an instant and set forever.
If we can help our young photographers capture the decisive
moments in their lives we will have achieved something
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We are amazed at the skill and
imagination of our growing group
of talented young photographers.
This generation is the most
visually aware there’s ever
been and all they need from us
is a gentle nudge in the right
direction.
“It’s been a superb club, and
I think has really sowed a
life-long interest in and
love of photography
GCSE parent - Grey Court School
Thank you so much! She loves
Click – the only after school club
she’s ever stuck at !
Yr 6 mum - SMSP School 2016
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The Afterschool Clubs
Lessons

9 or 10 sessions a term. 1 hour each
session ( excursions are 2 hours ) Students use
their own cameras or borrow our compacts and
Dslrs.

Click Books

Each student has a Click book
which contains our worksheets and their own
images and notes.

Assignments

We set an assignment each
week. These are optional and allow students to
explore our themes more fully at home.

Picture of the Week

From the submitted
images and class work we select up to 3 Pictures
of the Week and display these in Reception or on
a Click Display board.

School Galleries

Each school has a
dedicated gallery on the Click website.

Click Assisted places

In consultation with
our schools we offer a free place every term.

Fees

Term fees are reviewed every year
but have been set at £75 since 2014. This will
remain for 2016/17 and includes all materials and
equipment.

Light Painting, Macro, Selfies, Jump, Forced Perspective, Green Ballerina
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Awards We make awards at the end of each

term. Best Photographer - Best Click Book and a
“Click Points” Award.

The Lessons
Camera Skills

These lessons relate to
a camera technique or a
specific area of Photography
such as Self Portrait, Light
Painting, Forced Perspective,
Still Life/Macro, Fashion and
Reportage.

Topics & History

Inspired by the work of
a single photographer or
photographic movement.
Muybridge, Daguerre,
Atkins, Parr, Liebovitz &
Cartier-Bresson. Incredible
photographic history leading
to modern practical sessions

Seasonal & Calendar

Christmas cards,Easter
Chicks, Valentines Day, the
Oscars. Students love the
calendar events. Some are
annual events and others
are inserted to reflect what’s
happening in the world - an
important Royal birthday, the
Olympics, or the World Cup !

Out & About

On Location !! Once we have
the skills we get out into the
world. Each term has at least
one double-session visiting
a local park or landmark.
Destinations vary depending
on the school’s location. Most
schools visit Teddington Lock
and Bushy Park
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Bushy Park

Louis P. Yr 6 Trafalgar 2015

Daisy B. Yr 6 SMSP 2016

Amber C. Yr 8 Waldegrave 2014

Skye P. Yr 6 Collis 2015
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The Oscars @ St Mary’s & St Peter’s School, Teddington
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Students use our Canon Dslrs
and Elinchrom flash as well as
shooting with portable LED
lights in the Easter Chicks
studio session. They work
together to ensure the well
being of the chicks At the
end of the session we take
portraits of them with the
chicks for their
Easter cards.

Young photographers
working together during
the Easter Chicks session at
St John the Baptist School
in Hampton Wick
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Reviews and Feedback
It’s important to discover the sessions students enjoy most
and our teaching methods and course structures evolve as we
receive feedback from students, parents & schools.

One of my boys wrote about last week’s session for his homework – he
described it as one of the most memorable days of his life ! Makes it all
worthwhile doesn’t it ?
JM. Head of Year 6, Collis School. 2014
Matty’s really, really enjoyed it and has learned lots so he would definitely
give you a five star review SJB Yr 6 mum 2016
Phoebe loves Click and you have helped her enormously with her
photography. Teddington School GCSE mum
Thanks for running such a good photography club, we have been very
impressed and Ava certainly has the photography bug now. Collis School Yr
6 mum 2016
It helped the children to understand that there are many forms
of art and that one can be creative with nature and that there
are beautiful things all around us
Year 4 Teacher. St Elizabeths RC Arts Week 2014
The pictures are lovely. Olivia enjoys the course very much and
is always eager to show me what she has done in class.
Trafalgar School Mum 2014
My son has been looking forward to this club since year 4 so
please put him on the list SMSP mum 2014
Thank you - Click is the best ! Stanley School student Mae P
2014
Please can you put Ellen down as continuing next term – she
has thoroughly enjoyed the course so far and we’ve been having
lots of fun with the homework Stanley School Yr6 mum 2015
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First Step
Visit the Website to see our school galleries and
preview the tutorials we offer.
Our Clubs are for Year 6 in Primary and can be tailored
to your population and needs at Secondary. Most
senior schools offer Click to Yrs 7-9. Clubs require a
minimum of 15 students.
We are also able to offer specific shorter courses for
GCSE Art and have a comprehensive programme for
GCSE / AS & A2 Photography

Next Step
To sign up or discuss the Clubs
in more detail please call
or email Philip
First Step Apollo 11 Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin’s bootprint. July 20, 1969

Website
www.clickphotographyworkshops.com
Contact
phone: 07802 183637
email: clickschools@gmail.com

